Introduction {#sec1-1744806920918057}
============

Since its inception in the late 1960s, electrical stimulation of the dorsal aspect of the spinal cord (SCS) has been effectively and safely utilized to provide relief and improve quality of life for many patients suffering from intractable chronic neuropathic pain.^[@bibr1-1744806920918057]^ In recent years, the field has advanced from the traditional paresthesia-based tonic modality to other modalities that make use of larger pulse rates, smaller pulse widths (PWs), lower intensities, or the addition of bursting.^[@bibr2-1744806920918057]^ Such a shift in the paradigm has revolutionized the SCS space from both clinical and commercial perspectives. It has also sparked the scientific interest to investigate and formulate a mode of action that goes beyond the conventional one based on the Gate Control Theory.^[@bibr3-1744806920918057][@bibr4-1744806920918057][@bibr5-1744806920918057]--[@bibr6-1744806920918057]^

Traditionally, the mechanism of action, based on the Gate Control Theory, has been viewed in an electrophysiological fashion, centered on the effect of applying a pulsed tonic electrical field on neuronal transmission. Within this framework, an optimized low rate pulsed electric field applied at the appropriate vertebral segment of the spine would activate mechano-sensitive A-beta fibers in the network, thus gating out the nociceptive information carried out by the smaller sensory A-delta and C-fibers. As a result, the brain perceives a tingling sensation rather than pain.

Our efforts have been placed on investigating the effects of continuous SCS in neural tissue at the molecular level. In 2016, our group published the first transcriptomic-based analysis of traditional SCS on an animal model of neuropathic pain based on microarray analysis.^[@bibr7-1744806920918057]^ This study demonstrated that SCS modulates gene expression in the adjacent spinal cord tissue, and the dorsal root ganglion corresponding with the largest innervation of the injured peripheral nerve. More recently, Guan and coworkers published a similar study using RNA sequencing.^[@bibr8-1744806920918057]^ Both studies reaffirm the molecular complexity of chronic pain. From a transcriptomics perspective, pain involves a multitude of genes that are affected by the nociceptive input and can be grouped into categories based on their known involvement in certain biological processes. Among the various biological processes involved, glial cell activation stands out in both studies. Glia are abundant cells in neural tissue, including astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, satellite cells, Schwann cells, microglia, and ependymal cells. Herculano-Houzel and coworkers have determined that the whole human brain contains about the same number of glia and neurons, although the glia-neuron distribution is variable between different brain structures.^[@bibr9-1744806920918057]^ For instance, glia are more abundant than neurons (3.8 to 1) in the cerebral cortex, but less abundant (1 to 4.3) in the cerebellum. Interestingly, glia largely outnumber neurons in the thalamus, hypothalamus, pons, and medulla (11.4 to 1)^[@bibr10-1744806920918057]^ and the entire spinal cord (5:1).^[@bibr11-1744806920918057]^ Recently, our group measured the glia to neuron ratio in the posterior aspect of the human spinal cord, from segments T8 to T11, where SCS is typically applied. We found that glia outnumbered neurons (20 to 1) in this section of the cord.^[@bibr12-1744806920918057]^ These results imply that when an electrical field is applied to the dorsal aspect of the cord, it affects both neuron and glial cells and thus the ability to modulate the homeostatic milieu resulting from neuroglial interactions.

It is well known that glial cells are electrically excitable and have a resting membrane potential larger than that of neurons. Roitbak and Fanardjian showed that the glial membrane could be depolarized by an external electrical stimulus dependent on applied voltage and frequency.^[@bibr13-1744806920918057]^ Furthermore, Lee and coworkers demonstrated that astrocytes in the thalamus release glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter, in a manner dependent on typical adjustable parameters of pulsed signals (intensity, PW, and frequency) as well as the charge balance.^[@bibr14-1744806920918057]^ In addition, Lee et al. confirmed that the release of glutamate by glial cells is associated with the abolishment of thalamic network oscillators.^[@bibr15-1744806920918057]^ Another study by Yamazaki et al. revealed that electrically induced depolarization of oligodendrocytes in the rat hippocampus increases the conduction velocity of action potentials transmitted through the axon being myelinated by the stimulated oligodendrocyte.^[@bibr16-1744806920918057]^

This body of evidence allows us to hypothesize that SCS parameters can be customized to differentially target neurons and glial cells in order to balance neuroglial interactions and optimize the beneficial outcomes of the therapy. This work describes the use of differential target multiplexed programming (DTMP) in an animal model of neuropathic pain in comparison to either conventional low-frequency or high-frequency programming.

Materials and methods {#sec2-1744806920918057}
=====================

The study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Illinois Wesleyan University. A total of 55 male adult Sprague-Dawley rats (Envigo, Indianapolis, IN) weighing in the 275--315 g range were randomized into five groups ([Table 1](#table1-1744806920918057){ref-type="table"}). The control Naïve group had N = 7, while the treatment groups started with N = 12. If the animal did not meet the minimum required 30% decrease in withdrawal threshold (WT) post-spared nerve injury (SNI), it was considered a nonresponder to the injury model and was not used in the study. Animals were housed individually in a temperature and humidity control room and subjected to a 12-h light/dark cycle. Food and water were supplied ad libitum.

###### 

Experimental programming groups of the study.

![](10.1177_1744806920918057-table1)

  Experimental group   SNI   SCS
  -------------------- ----- -----
  Naïve                N/A   N/A
  No-SCS               Yes   N/A
  DTMP                 Yes   Yes
  LR                   Yes   Yes
  HR                   Yes   Yes

DTMP: differential target multiplexed programming; LR: low rate; HR: high rate; SCS: spinal cord stimulation; SNI: spared nerve injury; N/A: not applicable.

Behavioral testing for mechanical and thermal allodynia {#sec3-1744806920918057}
-------------------------------------------------------

All rats were assessed for hind paw sensitivity in response to mechanical and thermal stimulus prior to surgery as well as before and during SCS. Mechanical sensitization was assessed by measuring the WT using standard von Frey filaments (DanMic Global, San Jose, CA) varying in diameter and tensile strength to provide a gradual increase in force applied with each subsequent fiber. Animals were placed in specialized cages on a stand with a wire mesh floor and were allowed to acclimate for approximately 20 min or until exploratory behavior had ceased. Testing was performed by a researcher, blinded to treatment groups, throughout the study. The von Frey up-down method was used as previously described.^[@bibr17-1744806920918057]^ Briefly, the starting von Frey filament was pressed against the rat's hind paw at a perpendicular angle and advanced until either the animal withdrew its paw or a bend in the filament was observed over a period of six rounds of testing. If a withdrawal occurs, the next weaker filament is applied. If the bend occurred prior to paw-withdrawal then the next sturdiest filament would be used. The WT was then calculated based on the logarithmic trend line generated from plotting the filament strengths (2--180 g) against filament numbers (1--10).

Hot and cold allodynia was assessed by dynamic hot/cold (IITC Life Science, Woodland Hills, CA) testing based on established methods.^[@bibr18-1744806920918057],[@bibr19-1744806920918057]^ For hot testing, the plate was set to an initial acclimation temperature of 30°C and the temperature was set to increase to 46°C at a rate of 6°C/min. As the temperature increased, the rat was observed for nociceptive behavior. If the rat retracted its paw for more than 2 s, the temperature change was stopped and the temperature at the point of withdrawal was recorded. If no response was elicited, the final temperature was recorded. The experiment was repeated with 2--4 min in between trials. Cold testing was performed in the same format, with the initial acclimation temperature of 20°C, decreasing to 4°C at a rate of 6°C/min.

Lead implantation and SNI induction {#sec4-1744806920918057}
-----------------------------------

Following presurgical behavioral testing, animals were anesthetized and epidurally implanted with a custom-made, small diameter, four-electrode SCS cylindrical lead (0.62 mm diameter, 1 mm contact length; Heraeus Medical, Minneapolis, MN). The lead was advanced to the L1 vertebral level where the L5 nerve root synapses to the cord, and properly anchored to prevent migration. Electrode cables were terminated in a connector block, attached to a customized harness, which connected the lead to an external neurostimulator (ENS, 37022-MRS; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN). Motor response was induced to verify lead placement and determine which limb was ipsilateral to the stimulation. For animals receiving the SNI model,^[@bibr20-1744806920918057]^ the ipsilateral tibial and common peroneal nerves were transected with 1--2 mm of nerve tissue removed, leaving the sural branch intact.

Five days postsurgery, mechanical sensitivity was tested to verify the establishment of the SNI model. A 30% reduction in paw WT relative to baseline scores was used as a cutoff to determine nonresponse to injury. Those that did not meet or exceed the cutoff were not included in the study. Rats receiving stimulation were connected to the ENS, which was mounted on a counter-balancing swivel system that allowed the animal to roam freely in the cage during stimulation.

The DTMP approach utilizes multiplexed charge-balanced pulsed signals with frequencies in the 20--1200 Hz range and a maximum PW of 500 μs. In this particular study, signals were multiplexed in order to provide stimulation with components at frequencies of 50 Hz (150 µs PW) and 1200 Hz (50 µs PW), distributed over the four contacts of the lead. Low rate (LR) programming was set to 50 Hz and 150 μs PW, while high rate (HR) programming was set at 1200 Hz and 50 μs PW. The same set of SCS parameters were used for each animal in a treatment group. Signal intensities were set to ∼70% of the motor threshold (MT) tested under a given stimulation program and were in the 0.02--0.10 mA range for HR, 0.03--0.09 mA range for LR, and 0.03--0.10 mA range for DTMP signals. None of the stimulations were duty-cycled, and the intensities were kept constant throughout the 48 h of SCS.

RNA isolation {#sec5-1744806920918057}
-------------

Animals were euthanized via CO~2~ inhalation following behavioral testing after 48 h of SCS. The overlaid region of the spinal cord, ipsilateral dorsal quadrant of the L1--L2 segment, was harvested and stored in RNAlater® (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) at --20°C. Tissue was homogenized in 1 ml Tri Reagent and RNA was extracted using TRIzol® according to the manufacturer's instructions (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH). RNA was treated with DNase I (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in the presence of RNase inhibitor and then column-purified (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) following the manufacturer's instructions. RNA was sent to the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for RNA sequencing and bioinformatics analyses.

RNA sequencing {#sec6-1744806920918057}
--------------

Construction of libraries and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq® 4000 were performed at the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Total RNAs were DNAse-treated with the RNAse-free DNase set from Qiagen (Germantown, MD) and run on a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical, Ankeny, IA) to evaluate RNA integrity. RNAseq libraries were constructed with the TruSeq® Stranded mRNA Sample Prep kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Briefly, polyadenylated messenger RNAs (mRNAs) were enriched from 1 μg of high-quality DNA-free total RNA with oligo dT beads. The mRNAs were chemically fragmented, annealed with a random hexamer and converted to double stranded cDNAs, which were subsequently blunt-ended, 3'-end A-tailed and ligated to indexed adaptors. Each library was ligated to a unique dual indexed adaptor (unique dual indexes) to prevent index switching. The adaptor-ligated double-stranded cDNAs were amplified by Polymerase Chain Reaction for eight cycles with the high fidelity (HiFi) polymerase (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA) to reduce the likeliness of multiple identical reads due to preferential amplification. The final libraries were quantitated with Qubit™ (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) and the average library fragment length was determined on a Fragment Analyzer. The libraries were diluted to 10 nM and further quantitated Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) on a CFX Connect™ Real-Time qPCR system (Biorad, Hercules, CA) for accurate pooling of the barcoded libraries and maximization of the number of clusters in the flow cell.

The pooled barcoded libraries were loaded on three lanes of an eight-lane flow cell for cluster formation and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq® 4000. The libraries were sequenced from one end of the cDNA fragments for a total of 100 base pairs (bp). The fastq read files were generated and demultiplexed with the bcl2fastq v 2.17.1.14 Conversion Software (Illumina, San Diego, CA), which also trims adaptor sequences and removes reads less than 35 bp after trimming. The quality of the resulting fastq files was evaluated with the FastQC software (Brabaham Bioinformatics, Cambridge, UK), which generates reports with the quality scores, base composition, k-mer, sequence guanine-cytosine (GC) and per base N contents, sequence duplication levels, and overrepresented sequences.

Average quality scores were above 40 for all samples through the end of the reads, so no quality-based trimming was performed. Salmon v 0.8.2^[@bibr21-1744806920918057]^ was used to quasi-map read to the NCBI's Rnor_6.0 transcriptome based on Annotation Release 106 and to quantify the abundance of each transcript. The transcriptome was first indexed, then quasi-mapping was performed to map reads to the transcriptome with additional arguments --seqBias and --gcBias to correct sequence-specific and GC content biases and --numBootstraps = 30 to compute bootstrap transcript abundance estimates. Gene-level counts were then estimated based on transcript-level counts using the "bias-corrected counts without an offset" method from tximport v 1.6.0; this method provides more accurate gene-level counts estimates and keeps multimapped reads in the analysis compared to traditional genome alignment methods.^[@bibr22-1744806920918057]^

Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis {#sec7-1744806920918057}
--------------------------------------------

Gene-level counts were imported into R v 3.4.3 and genes without at least 0.5 counts per million after trimmed-mean of M values (TMM) normalization^[@bibr23-1744806920918057]^ in at least four samples were filtered out. TMM normalization factors were recalculated after filtering and log2-based count per million values (logCPM) were calculated using the cpm() function from edgeR v 3.20.5^[@bibr24-1744806920918057]^ with prior.count = 3 to help stabilize fold-changes of extremely low expression genes. Multidimensional scaling clustering of the top 5000 most variable genes indicated two samples were slight outliers and a slight bit of unexplained variation among all samples. To help correct for these issues, we used surrogate variables analysis^[@bibr25-1744806920918057],[@bibr26-1744806920918057]^ to estimate six surrogate variables to add to the statistical model as quantitative co-variates. Differential gene expression analysis was performed using the limma-trend method^[@bibr27-1744806920918057],[@bibr28-1744806920918057]^ on the logCPM values and a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) across 10 experimental groups was computed. The top 50% of genes with lowest *p*-values were selected for Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA)^[@bibr29-1744806920918057],[@bibr30-1744806920918057]^ using WGCNA v1.61 in order to reduce the dimensionality of the data set from thousands of genes to dozens of modules containing genes with similar expression patterns. The effects of the six surrogate variables were removed from the logCPM values so they would not influence the module detection, and a soft-thresholding power β = 4 was picked to fit a scale-free topology. The blockwiseModules() function was run with default parameters except for power = 4, maxBlockSize = 20,000, networkType = "signed hybrid," TOMType = "signed," deepSplit = 2, minModuleSize = 20, and mergeCutHeight = 0.2. The overall expression pattern of each module was summarized using module eigengene values for each sample, and these values were tested for differential expression again using the limma-trend method, but without the surrogate variables added because their effects had already been removed. Specific pairwise comparisons were pulled from the model to identify which modules showed the effects of specific therapies.

Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis {#sec8-1744806920918057}
---------------------------------

Gene ontology analysis was performed on individual modules using the Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis (GOEA) and Visualization tool (GOrilla) open-source software (<http://cbl-gorilla.cs.technion.ac.il/>).^[@bibr31-1744806920918057]^ All genes in a particular module were input as a query set and run through the *Rattus norvegicus* database as a single ranked list of genes. Results provided all ontologies related to the query set. Within each ontology, the associated genes were listed along with *p*-values, false discovery rate (FDR) *q*-values, and enrichment values. The process was performed for biological process ontologies and then repeated for molecular functions.

Statistical analysis {#sec9-1744806920918057}
--------------------

A one-way repeated measurements ANOVA was performed to evaluate behavioral efficacy at 48 h of therapy relative to prestimulation scores. A post-hoc multiple comparison analysis was carried out to compare differences in behavioral scores between the different therapies, including the No-SCS control after 48 h. Analyses were done using R-Studio statistical software.^[@bibr32-1744806920918057]^ Statistical significance was established when *p* \< 0.05.

Results {#sec10-1744806920918057}
=======

Effects on mechanical and thermal hypersensitivity {#sec11-1744806920918057}
--------------------------------------------------

A total of six rats did not meet the minimum requirement of at least a 30% WT reduction post-SNI and were therefore not included in the study. This equated to a 13% nonresponder rate to the injury model. [Figure 1](#fig1-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} shows mean values (±standard error) for mechanical WTs (WT as a percentage relative to presurgery scores) for DTMP, LR, HR, and No-SCS groups. All therapies significantly improved mechanical sensitivity in injured animals relative to the pre-SCS measurements, both after 24 and 48 h of SCS. DTMP (62.9 ± 8.9%, N = 9) is significantly more effective than LR (37.6 ± 6.0%, N = 10) and HR (38.3 ± 5.5%, N = 11) after 48 h. All were significantly better than No-SCS (24.6 ± 2.6%, N = 10).

![Mean mechanical withdrawal thresholds as percentage of pre-SNI for DTMP, HR, LR, and No-SCS (Sham for Stim). Error bars are SEM values. \* represents *p* \< 0.05 vs. pre-SCS; represents *p* \< 0.05 vs. LR or HR. SNI: spared nerve injury; SCS: spinal cord stimulation; DTMP: Differential target multiplexed programming; LR: low rate; HR: high rate.](10.1177_1744806920918057-fig1){#fig1-1744806920918057}

[Figure 2](#fig2-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} shows mean threshold temperatures (±standard error) for thermal hypersensitivity to touching a cold (T~C~) or hot (T~H~) surface. In terms of cold sensitivity ([Figure 2(a)](#fig2-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"}), the mean T~C~ presurgery was 4.2 ± 0.1°C, which increased to a mean value of 11.0 ± 0.4°C in injured animals. DTMP significantly reduced T~C~ to 6.7 ± 1.4°C relative to untreated animals. HR decreased T~C~ to 8.4 ± 1.7°C, although not significantly relative to untreated animals, while LR had no effect yielding a T~C~ of 11.1 ± 1.6°C. In terms of hot sensitivity ([Figure 2(b)](#fig2-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"}), the mean T~H~ presurgery was 45.5 ± 0.1°C, which decreased to a mean value of 39.4 ± 0.4°C upon injury. DTMP significantly reduced heat hypersensitivity as the mean value of T~H~ increased to 44.9 ± 1.9°C relative to untreated animals. Both HR and LR did not increase T~H~ significantly (41.7 ± 2.0°C and 40.7 ± 2.2°C, respectively).

![Mean temperature threshold for hypersensitivity to (a) cold (T~C~) and (b) heat (T~H~) for DTMP, HR, LR, and No-SCS (sham for stim). Error bars represent SEM values. \* represents *p* \< 0.05 vs. pre-SCS. Pre-SNI (blue horizontal line) represents the mean value for naïve animals, while Pre-SCS (red horizontal line) represents the mean value for naïve injured animals before SCS. DTMP: differential target multiplexed programming; LR: low rate; HR: high rate; SCS: spinal cord stimulation.](10.1177_1744806920918057-fig2){#fig2-1744806920918057}

WGCNA and GOEA {#sec12-1744806920918057}
--------------

High-quality reads and alignment rates were obtained across all samples and they all passed quality control (QC) procedures. At least 70% of reads were aligned to the *Rattus norvegicus* transcriptome. Library sizes range from 15 million to 38 million reads which were sufficient for the subsequent analysis. Transcript counts were summed to the gene level using the "lengthScaledTPM" method of the tximport package, which adjusts for transcript lengths and scales the counts to the original library sizes so that the sum of the gene-level counts is the same as the sum of the transcript-level counts. Of the 31,060 genes listed in the genome, those that did not have at least 0.5 counts per million (CPM; or ∼9 to 16 counts per sample) were filtered out after TMM normalization and kept 19,944 genes for the analysis. The expression of these genes was compared relative to that in the naïve group in terms of a fold-change for every experimental group (DTMP, HR, LR, and No-SCS). In addition, the expression of genes in every group in which there was active stimulation was compared to the no-stimulation group (No-SCS).

Given the large number of genes and multiple comparisons, a WGCNA allows the analysis in terms of the hierarchical clustering of genes (i.e., modules) based on expression patterns. The WGCNA allows for a comparison of experimental groups by analyzing the eigengene value, which is the first principal component of the expression profiles of a particular experimental group, in a given module. [Figure 3](#fig3-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative bar graph with mean eigengene values for a given module. The WGCNA yielded 41 modules accounting for 9972 transcripts. Out of these, 24 modules containing 7436 genes transcripts are relevant to this work since expression patterns of the genes in these modules were significantly affected by the injury. [Figure 4](#fig4-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} contains a heat map comparing the mean eigengene values of 23 of these 24 WGCNA modules (module 0 is not included) for naïve animals, injured animals (No-SCS), and treated animals with SCS programs. Those modules in which either therapy also has a significant change in the mean eigengene value relative to the No-SCS animals are marked. DTMP significantly modulated the expression patterns of 11 out of these 23 modules (48%) in the direction of expression patterns shown by naïve animals, indicating that DTMP provides a path to normalization of expression patterns shown by animals before injury. In contrast, HR only reversed expression patterns significantly in 5 of these modules (22%), while LR reversed significantly 2 out of the 23 (9%). Furthermore, Pearson correlations comparing No-SCS and the SCS programs to Naïve for these modules provide a way of comparing the general effect of SCS. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) for No-SCS vs. Naïve is negative and high (--0.83) as expected since it illustrates the opposite trend in the gene expression due to injury. The correlation coefficients between HR or LR vs. Naïve are also negative (--0.14 and --0.67, respectively) and of smaller magnitude indicating a small to moderate effect on the SNI towards Naïve. In contrast, the correlation coefficient between DTMP and Naïve is positive indicating that modulation of gene expression by DTMP trends largely towards the naïve state.

![A representative graph illustrating mean eigengene values for WGCNA module 12. Error bars are standard deviation. DTMP: differential target multiplexed programming; LR: low rate; HR: high rate; SCS: spinal cord stimulation.](10.1177_1744806920918057-fig3){#fig3-1744806920918057}

![Heat map of mean module eigengene values for modules with significantly different comparisons (FDR-*p* \< 0.2) between injured untreated animals (No-SCS) and Naïve animals. A total of 23 modules out of the total 39 are affected. Asterisks (\*) indicate significantly different module eigengene values when comparing either SCS treatment to untreated animals (No-SCS). R is the Pearson coefficient for the correlation between eigengene values for naïve and each of the other groups. A negative value indicates an opposite trend. DTMP: differential target multiplexed programming; LR: low rate; HR: high rate; SCS: spinal cord stimulation.](10.1177_1744806920918057-fig4){#fig4-1744806920918057}

GOEA for each module yielded relevant biological processes. [Figure 5](#fig5-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative bar graph with significantly enriched biological processes obtained from the GOEA for a given module. [Table 2](#table2-1744806920918057){ref-type="table"} shows the most relevant biological processes gene ontology terms for significant modules. Some modules did not render any enriched processes because of the low number of genes in them.

![Bar graph illustrating the 30 most significant biological processes GO terms for module 2, which are significantly affected by the injury model relative to naïve animals. There are 451 GO terms with FDR-p value below 0.01 in this module. FDR: false discovery rate.](10.1177_1744806920918057-fig5){#fig5-1744806920918057}

###### 

Relevant significantly enriched biological process gene ontology terms for modules with expression patterns significantly affected by SNI (vs. Naïve) and reversed significantly by SCS.

![](10.1177_1744806920918057-table2)

  Module   Biological process gene ontology terms                                                                                                                                                                                                                   SCS therapy
  -------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
  1        Regulation of transport, signaling, trans-synaptic signaling, cell--cell signaling, G-protein-coupled receptor signaling pathway, cellular calcium ion homeostasis                                                                                       N.A.
  2        Response to stress, regulation of immune system process, regulation of response to stimulus, signal transduction, regulation of transport                                                                                                                DTMP
  3        Translation, peptide biosynthetic process, RNA metabolic process                                                                                                                                                                                         DTMP
  6        Response to oxygen levels, cellular developmental process, tissue development                                                                                                                                                                            N.A.
  7        Cell--cell signaling, synaptic signaling, trans-synaptic signaling, regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of nervous system development, regulation of ion transport, regulation of nervous system development   DTMP
  9        Regulation of cell-cycle process, DNA repair, cellular response to stress                                                                                                                                                                                DTMP, LR
  10       Cellular response to stress, regulation of mRNA processing, primary metabolic process                                                                                                                                                                    HR
  11       Signal transduction                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      N.A.
  12       Signal transduction by trans-phosphorylation, response to chemokine, regulation of metallopeptidase activity                                                                                                                                             DTMP
  13       Neurotransmitter receptor transport, regulation of postsynaptic membrane neurotransmitter receptor levels, protein transport within plasma membrane                                                                                                      DTMP
  16       Sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor signaling pathway                                                                                                                                                                                                       DTMP
  17       Regulation of neurogenesis, regulation of BMP signaling pathway, regulation of signal transduction                                                                                                                                                       N.A.
  21       N.A.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     DTMP, LR
  22       Axon ensheathment, myelin assembly, chemical homeostasis                                                                                                                                                                                                 N.A.
  23       Cellular metabolic process, adenosine receptor signaling pathway, aerobic respiration                                                                                                                                                                    HR
  25       Immune system process, regulation of cell-cell adhesion, cytokine-mediated signaling pathway, regulation of response to stress                                                                                                                           HR
  28       Ion transport, G-protein-coupled receptor signaling pathway, transmembrane transport                                                                                                                                                                     N.A.
  29       rRNA metabolic process, glycosyl compound biosynthetic process                                                                                                                                                                                           HR
  30       Regulation of reactive oxygen species metabolic process, regulation of cytokine production, regulation of immune system process, inflammatory response                                                                                                   DTMP
  36       Regulation of myelination, regulation of gliogenesis                                                                                                                                                                                                     DTMP
  37       Regulation of amyloid precursor protein biosynthetic process, neuropeptide signaling pathway                                                                                                                                                             N.A.
  38       N.A.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     DTMP
  39       Lipid homeostasis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        HR

N.A.: did not render any enrichment; MAPK = Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase; BMP = Bone Morphogenetic Protein.

[Figure 6](#fig6-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} shows heat maps for fold changes relative to gene expression in naïve animals for the three therapies. The maps only contain those genes that have significant expression changes upon injury (i.e., represent a pain state) and that had been significantly modulated by the therapy. DTMP affects the expression of genes affected by injury to a larger extent than HR and LR. For instance, DTMP significantly modulated 252 genes significantly affected by injury towards naïve, while HR modulated 130 genes and LR modulated 120 genes. Furthermore, DTMP returned 167 of these genes within 10% of their expression in naïve animals. In contrast, HR and LR returned 69 and 91 genes to within 10% of the expression in naïve animals, respectively.

![(a) Heat maps illustrating the most significantly changed gene expressions due to injury (No-SCS) and the effect of treatments (DTMP, HR, or LR) relative to expression in naïve animals. Each colored column is a gene. Note that DTMP modulates a larger number of genes towards the naïve state (represented by white columns) than HR and LR. (b) Heat map of genes regrouped in terms of involvement in relevant biological processes. Gray boxes indicate that therapy did not produce a significant change. The intensity of red color is proportional to the extent to down regulation relative to expression in naïve; the intensity of blue color is proportional to the extent of upregulation relative to expression in naïve. White indicates that therapy modulated expression back to levels of naïve animals. DTMP: differential target multiplexed programming; LR: low rate; HR: high rate; SCS: spinal cord stimulation.](10.1177_1744806920918057-fig6){#fig6-1744806920918057}

Discussion {#sec13-1744806920918057}
==========

The SNI model produces both mechanical and thermal hypersensitivity that are associated with pain-like behavior. The behavioral changes observed are in agreement with previous literature on this model. Furthermore, the transcriptomics indicates that the injury model affects various biological processes such as the activation of immune processes as well as signaling processes that are associated with glial activation in the spinal cord. There is a large body of evidence supporting the importance of glial cells, particularly microglia and astrocytes, in the development and maintenance of a chronic neuropathic state^[@bibr33-1744806920918057][@bibr34-1744806920918057]--[@bibr35-1744806920918057]^ Glial cells are able to sense the state of neuronal activity and react accordingly to maintain the proper homeostasis within the synapses. The development of a chronic pain state involves the activation of microglia. Peripheral nerve injury and ectopic activity of neurons trigger the transition of microglia to a reactive state that results in the release of inflammatory mediators that also activates astrocytes. Persistent pain is therefore the result of glia-mediated sensitization of the neural tissue in the spinal cord which is conducive to phenotypic changes of the cell.^[@bibr36-1744806920918057]^ Results from the WGCNA are consistent with this. The SNI model affects 58% of the WGCNA modules, in which the expression of 1574 transcripts is significantly changed relative to naïve levels. Furthermore, module 2, which includes transcripts involved in the regulation of the immune system, response to stimulus, signal transduction, and transport, was largely and significantly modulated, with 54% of the genes (540) in this module significantly affected by the peripheral nerve injury. All of these were upregulated relative to the expression in naïve animals.

The beneficial effect of SCS therapy is evident with the three different programming modalities used, but DTMP is statistically better to a significant degree at relieving mechanical and thermal hypersensitivity. The transcriptomics of the spinal cord of animals treated with DTMP seems to correlate with the behavioral results. DTMP modulates more genes than both HR and LR. More importantly, DTMP significantly modulates the expression of 252 genes that were significantly affected by the SNI back toward naïve levels. Ninety percent (90%) of these genes have expression levels that are within 25% of the naïve levels, and 66% are within 10% of naive expression levels. In contrast, HR modulates 132 genes back towards naïve levels, with 83% and 53% of these within 25% and 10% of naïve levels, respectively, while LR modulates 128 genes, the fewest among DTMP and HR back towards naïve levels, with 85% and 71% of these within 25% and 10% of the naïve expression levels.

Previously, we demonstrated that utilization of SCS pulses at 50 Hz (20 μs PW, 70% MT) for 72 h in the SNI model modulated the expression of pain-related genes and emphasized the importance of exploring the molecular mechanism of pain using "omics"-based methods.^[@bibr7-1744806920918057]^ Recently, Stephens et al. used RNA sequencing to describe the transcriptomics of SCS (50 Hz, 200 μs PW, 80% MT) on the chronic constriction injury model of neuropathic pain.^[@bibr8-1744806920918057]^ Both studies found that regardless of the injury model, SCS at 50 Hz upregulated genes involved in immune-related processes and downregulated genes involved in neurotransmission and synaptic signaling. The results of this study are congruent with both studies in that LR increases the expression of genes involved in immune-related processes relative to the expression in injured animals, as shown by the WGCNA for module 2 ([Figure 4](#fig4-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"}). The previous studies hypothesized that the upregulation of such genes may be associated with a neuroprotective role of the neural tissue associated with glia activation, although both implied that further investigation is warranted. Interestingly, as can be seen in [Figure 4](#fig4-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"}, both DTMP and HR trend opposite than LR in terms of their effect on the enriched genes involved in immune-related processes. Both of these SCS treatments reverse the expression pattern towards the expression state of naïve animals, although only DTMP reversed it back significantly. Our previous work and that done by Stephens et al. imply that SCS modulates the behavior of glial cells. Under the experimental conditions used in these studies, the expression of glia-related genes such as *Tlr2*, *Cxcl16*, *Cd68*, *Gfap*, *Ccl2*, and *Itgam* was associated with the effects of SCS on a neuroinflammatory state induced by injury. The current study, which included naïve animals for comparison, corroborated the fact that SNI increases the expression of various glia-related genes. For instance, the expression of both *Cd68* and *Itgam*, which are associated with microglial activation, are elevated in the injured, untreated animals relative to naïve animals (1.6-fold and 2.1-fold, respectively). Also, the expression of *Gfap*, an astrocyte marker, is also significantly increased (1.8-fold) by the SNI. The expression of the toll-like receptor genes involved in microglia-related processes, such as *Tlr2* and *Tlr4*, are also increased by the SNI (1.6-fold to 1.7-fold). In agreement with our previous work and that by Stephens et al., we also found that LR increases the expression of *Tlr2*, *Itgam*, and *Ccl2* by 19% or more relative to untreated animals. However, under our LR programming conditions, there was no increase on the expression of *Cd68* and *Gfap*. In contrast, HR and DTMP significantly decreased the expression of *Gfap* relative to untreated animals and also decreased the expression of *Itgam* by 15--20% although not significantly. The role of microglia and astrocytes on the establishment and maintenance of chronic pain is well established.^[@bibr33-1744806920918057][@bibr34-1744806920918057]--[@bibr35-1744806920918057]^ These and oligodendrocytes maintain a homeostatic balance of the neural tissue, which is perturbed by a state of chronic pain. Balanced neuroglial interactions are key to maintain the proper level of neurotransmitters, membrane receptors, and synaptic proteins. Key biological processes that are associated with the neuroglial interaction involve the regulation of the immune response to injury, signal transduction, and cell to cell communication.^[@bibr37-1744806920918057],[@bibr38-1744806920918057]^ Activation of microglia upon nerve injury leads to the release of cytokines and chemokines, which affect the normal state of signal transduction by neurons at the synapse by setting an unbalanced release of neurotransmitters. The prolonged effects of the neural changes induced by microglia also activate astrocytes, which in turn disturbs their normal interaction with neurons and neighboring astrocytes. For instance, our results indicate that SNI increases the expression of immune-related genes such as *C1qa* (3.0-fold), which encodes for a complement-system protein involved in synaptic pruning;^[@bibr39-1744806920918057]^ *Casp1* (1.5-fold), which encodes for a proteolytic enzyme that catalyzes the formation of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL1B;^[@bibr40-1744806920918057],[@bibr41-1744806920918057]^ and *Tal1* (1.5-fold), which encodes for transcription factor that regulates phenotyping of microglia into a neurotoxic state.^[@bibr40-1744806920918057]^ These genes, which are part of module 2, are involved in the immune response and are significantly modulated back towards naïve levels by DTMP only. The recovery toward naïve expression caused by DTMP is 49% for *C1qa*, 71% for *Casp1*, and 84% for *Tal1*. Besides regulating the immune response, DTMP also regulates signal transduction and cell to cell communications (module 7). SNI downregulates the expression of genes such as *Glra2* (1.4-fold), which encodes for the glycine receptor alpha 2 protein, which is part of the glycine receptor, a ligand-gated chloride channel that is important for suppression of neuronal excitability via inhibitory postsynaptic currents.^[@bibr42-1744806920918057]^ SNI also downregulates *Sst* (2.1-fold), a gene that encodes for somatostatin (SST), a neuropeptide that is released by a particular set of GABAergic interneurons that mediate mechanical pain transmission in the spinal cord.^[@bibr43-1744806920918057],[@bibr44-1744806920918057]^ Astrocytes in the somatosensory cortex of the brains are able to drive inhibitory/excitatory balance and calcium signaling by GABAergic interneurons that release SST. DTMP significantly increases the expression of *Sst* towards levels shown by naïve animals (44% recovery), while both HR and LR also increase it slightly (16--18%) but not significantly. These genes provide some examples of their relevance in the aforementioned biological processes, which are significantly affected by DTMP. Many other genes are obviously involved and affected (see [Figure 5](#fig5-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"}). Ultimately, these genes are modulated in a concerted manner by the applied electric field in a way that provides a robust effect on the neural tissue that drives the balance of the system towards the naïve (i.e., healthy) state as evidenced in [Figures 4](#fig4-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6-1744806920918057){ref-type="fig"}.

The role of oligodendrocytes in chronic pain is emerging.^[@bibr45-1744806920918057]^ Ablation of oligodendrocytes of the spinal cord in mice triggered sensory changes resembling neuropathic pain, suggesting that their dysfunction can lead to central neuropathic pain, independent of other immune contributions.^[@bibr46-1744806920918057]^ Our results indicate that the SNI upregulates certain genes predominantly expressed by oligodendrocytes. These are *Mobp* (1.6-fold), *Klk6* (1.6-fold), *S1pr5* (1.5-fold), *Gjc2* (1.3-fold), and *Nkx6-2* (1.4-fold). *Mobp* encodes for myelin oligodendrocyte basic protein, a marker of oligodendrocytes. Shi et al. reported an increase in the expression of this protein, and others related to mature oligodendrocytes and oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs), in patients with neuropathic pain associated with HIV.^[@bibr47-1744806920918057]^ *S1pr5* is a gene that encodes for the sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 5. The ligand, sphingosine-1-phosphate has been linked to signaling processes that modulate pain. Its receptors (S1PRs) can play both anti- and pro-nociceptive roles, depending on their localization in specific cell types.^[@bibr48-1744806920918057]^ Specifically, S1PR5 is only expressed by oligodendrocytes and plays a critical role in the migration of OPCs.^[@bibr49-1744806920918057]^ *Nkx6-2*, *Gjc2*, and *Klk6* have not been previously associated with pain processes but are known to mediate oligodendrocyte communication and oligodendrocyte-based immunity. *Nkx6-2* is a gene that encodes for a transcription factor with repressor activity in the regulation of axon-oligodendrocyte interactions.^[@bibr50-1744806920918057]^ *Gjc2* encodes for connexin-47 a protein expressed in oligodendrocytes of white matter in the spinal cord that forms gap junctions that facilitate communication between oligodendrocytes or between oligodendrocytes and astrocytes.^[@bibr51-1744806920918057]^ *Klk6* is a gene that encodes for kallikrein 6 (KLK6), a serine protease released by oligodendrocytes that regulates immune response. It is known that suppression of KLK6 reduces the expression levels of inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and their receptors.^[@bibr52-1744806920918057]^ Interestingly, these oligodendrocyte-only related genes are in module 36, which is significantly changed by DTMP back to the naïve expression pattern. The expression of these genes is significantly reversed towards the naïve state with recoveries larger than 80%. Although both HR and LR result in a decrease of expression levels towards naïve, these are not significant, and in most cases, do not correspond to more than 30% recovery. These results suggest that DTMP also regulates oligodendrocytes and their interactions with neurons and other glial cells.

The results indicate that DTMP modulates immune-related processes as well as neurotransmission and synaptic signaling, biological processes that are key to maintaining balanced neuroglial interactions. They also suggest that its effects are associated with the modulation of activated glial cells engaged in the immune response and the inflammatory and neuroprotective states of the spinal cord as a result of the peripheral injury. Current work addresses whether DTMP reverts injury-induced pathological glial states by investigating cell-specific transcriptomes of such cells and how they are affected by the pain model and ensuing therapies relative to the naïve state.

There are certain limitations of this animal study. This extensive study provides a snapshot of the history of the development of the neuropathic pain model. In this particular case, we intervened at an early stage (5 days after injury), which may be considered largely an acute state transitioning into a chronic state, taking into account that, on average, 16 rat days are equivalent to one human year.^[@bibr53-1744806920918057]^ Further research would be needed to determine the evolution of the transcriptomics of the pain model and the effect of SCS on it. Such research might provide insightful information about whether SCS may provide more beneficial effects if it were to be used earlier in the establishment of chronic pain. This may be the case, as a longer duration of a chronic pain state may imply the development of irreversible phenotypic and epigenetic changes in the cells involved. SCS was also applied for a limited time (48 h), thus it is uncertain if the effects of HR and LR would have eventually leveraged the effects shown by DTMP. Clinical applications are also longer, as the majority of patients are required to keep their SCS systems running most of the time. Our study also did not evaluate if gene expression would return to the levels measured in untreated animals if the SCS system was turned off. It is known that interrupting SCS for a given period of time results in the onset of pain back to baseline levels, suggesting that the transcriptomics of the tissue could reverse to the injured state. Future proteomics studies will complement the results presented here since proteins and their activations and post-translational modifications are of extreme importance in understanding chronic pain and the effect of SCS therapy.
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